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Questions 
Rating Result 
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1. The title is clear and it is adequate to the content of the article. 5 

(a brief explanation for 3-less point rating) 
 
 

2. The abstract clearly presents objects, methods and results. 5 

(a brief explanation for 3-less point rating) 
Needs thorough restructuring. It is not appearing as an abstract.  
 

3. There are few grammatical errors and spelling mistakes in this 
article.  4 

(a brief explanation for 3-less point rating) 
 



 

4. The study methods are explained clearly. 4,5 

(a brief explanation for 3-less point rating) 
Proper research gap should be identified 
 

5. The conclusions or summary are accurate and supported by the 
content. 4,5 

(a brief explanation for 3-less point rating) 
 
 

6. The references are comprehensive and appropriate. 5 
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Comments and Suggestions to the Editors Only: 

Some mistakes :  

- In authors : Médicale not médicale 

- In Résumé :  

 Méthodologie : “colligées” not colligés 

 Résultats : 2nd line : the word “examens” must be cancelled; 4th line : 

ad  “la” to Guide du Bon Usage de…Société Française 

- In Introduction : 6th line : “générale” not general 



- In Discussion :  

 2nd paragraph, 6th line, the sentence beginning by “la difference 

entre….” is too long. Two sentences can be maked 

 4th paragraph, fisrt line : “prescrites” not prescrit, “réalisées” not 

realizes and “suivies” not suivis 

 7th paragraph, first line : “nous” not “non” 

 10th paragraph, 2nd line “abdomino-pelviennes” not abdomino-

pelviens; 3rd line “facial” not faciale 

  

- In Conclusion : 4th line : “françaises” not français 

 

 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 


